
Provide dimensions for the following:
Use the example drawing at left to help you
locate the areas to measure.

-What is the dimension from the outside edge

of the gutter to the fascia board?

-How much clearance is there between the

roof overhang and the top of the gutter?

- How far does the roof overhang the gutter?

-Overall length of the gutter. If there is more

than one gutter, list each length on line D.

- Select the type of control do you intend to

use: Nixalite Premium or E-Spike Economy.

Please fill in the requested dimensions below.
. Do not estimate dimensions

from the ground! We make your gutter straps to
fit the dimensions you provide.
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What type of control

Nixalite Premium Bird Barriers

E-Spike Economy Bird Spikes

Nixalite Gutter Strap Worksheet
®

Nixalite requires the following
dimensions to manufacture Gutter
Straps. This worksheet shows where
to measure. Record the dimensions
in the box provided below.

The dimensions you provide must be
accurate. Custom made forms are
non-returnable and non-refundable
items.

Nixalite determines the
proper strip spacing and quantities
for all custom made installation
forms. We will not manufacture a
form to mount incorrect spike strip
quantities or spacing.

When you have completed this
worksheet, please fax or mail it back
to Nixalite. We will provide you

with the pricing and estimated
delivery time for your custom made
gutter strap. If you have any
questions, contact Nixalite.

NOTE:

Gutter
Strap

Record your dimensions below
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If you have any questions or are not sure about
which dimensions to record, please contact Nixalite.
A representative will be happy to assist you with
your gutter straps.
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Example drawing: typical gutter
If your gutter/fascia arrangement looks nothing like

the example, contact Nixalite for direction.
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